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ABSTRACT

1

Recent advances in mobile technologies such as 5G and WiFi 6E
do not seem to deliver the promised mobile access bandwidth. To
effectively characterize mobile access bandwidth in the wild, we
work with a major commercial mobile bandwidth testing app to
analyze mobile access bandwidths of 3.54M end users in China,
based on fine-grained measurement and diagnostic information. Our
analysis presents a surprising and frustrating fact—in the past two
years, the average WiFi bandwidth remains largely unchanged, while
the average 4G/5G bandwidth decreases remarkably. Our analysis
further reveals the root causes—the bottlenecks in the underlying infrastructure (e.g., devices and wired Internet access) and side effects
of aggressively migrating radio resources from 4G to 5G—with implications on closing the technology gaps. Additionally, our analysis
provides insights on building ultra-fast, ultra-light bandwidth testing
services (BTSes) at scale. Our new design dramatically reduces the
test time of the commercial BTS from 10 seconds to 1 second on
average, with a 15× reduction on the backend cost.

Mobile access technologies have made significant progress in recent
years. For example, 5G and WiFi 6E, the latest cellular and WiFi
technologies, can support up to 20 Gbps and 9.6 Gbps bandwidth
respectively. Those exciting new mobile technologies are the key
enabler for a wide range of emerging applications such as Metaverse, autonomous vehicles, and 3D Ultra-HD videos. However,
despite the aggressive deployment of 5G and WiFi 6E, reports from
large-scale bandwidth testing services (BTSes) reveal that as of late
2021, the median 5G bandwidth merely reaches 135 Mbps in the
US and 304 Mbps in China, while the median WiFi bandwidth is
only 137 Mbps in the US and 153 Mbps in China [26]. Apparently,
the promises of new wireless technologies are significantly under
delivered in real-world deployments.
Understanding the root causes of undesirable wireless performance in the wild is a first step towards improving the state of the
art. However, it is hampered by the complexity of wireless protocol
stacks, the wide spectrum of the mobile ecosystem, and a lack of
large-scale measurements. For example, existing studies on commercial 5G performance are based on controlled experiments at limited
scales [54, 55, 74]. While some major BTSes do report the landscape of mobile Internet performance, their data are coarse-grained
and are limited by (mostly) web-based tools which are incapable of
capturing rich, cross-layer diagnostic data.
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INTRODUCTION

Cross-Layer and Cross-Technology Measurement. To fill the
critical gap, we take a unique opportunity to work with a major Android BTS app named UUSpeedTest [38] (abbreviated as BTS-APP),
which has 17M users (mostly located in China) and serves ∼0.2M
bandwidth test requests per day on average. Its bandwidth testing
uses the standard “probing by flooding” approach [77] which is also
used by almost all the commercial BTSes today (e.g., Speedtest [27]
and SpeedOf [22])—upon a test request, BTS-APP first downloads
large files from a nearby server for ten seconds, and then samples
the throughput statistics over time to estimate the access bandwidth.
BTS-APP faces two fundamental challenges. First, the coarsegrained data prevent it from pinpointing the root causes of undesirable mobile access bandwidth, which customers are eager to learn.
Second, the BTS infrastructure is not scalable—as the wireless access bandwidth keeps increasing, the monetary cost for operating
the BTS infrastructure is growing considerably. Note that these two
challenges are faced by all the major BTS providers, as they are in
essence using the same testing approach described above.
Our collaboration with BTS-APP addresses both challenges. To
gain deep insights into the undesirable access bandwidth, we enhance

the client of BTS-APP by continuously collecting important PHYand MAC-layer data through standard Android APIs during a bandwidth test. Our enhancement is implemented as a lightweight plugin
for BTS-APP without requiring any additional privileges, making
it easy to deploy. Under informed user consent and a proper IRB,
over four months (Aug. to Nov. 2021), 3.54M customers used the
enhanced BTS-APP to perform 23.6M bandwidth tests, which cover
all four major ISPs in China, 2.04M cellular base stations (4G/5G),
and 4.47M WiFi APs (WiFi 4/5/6). To the best of our knowledge, this
constitutes one of the largest mobile Internet performance datasets
reported in the literature.
Data Analysis. Our analysis of the above dataset yields several
major findings. A surprising and frustrating finding is that, over the
past two years (2020 and 2021), despite the increasing deployment
of WiFi 6 and 5G, the average WiFi bandwidth remains largely
unchanged: 132 Mbps in 2020 vs. 137 Mbps in 2021, and the average
4G/5G bandwidth even decreases: 68/343 Mbps in 2020 vs. 53/305
Mbps in 2021. In this paper, we reveal the root causes of such
counter-intuitive results from cross-technology perspectives.
For 4G, we observe that three 4G LTE bands (Bands 1, 28, and 41),
which occupy 58.2% of the entire high-bandwidth LTE spectrum,
were “refarmed” for 5G use in early 2021 [56]. This leads to a sharp
decrease in the LTE performance observed in our data: from 2020 to
2021, the average 4G bandwidth has dropped by 22% to 53 Mbps,
achieving only 18% of the ISPs’ claimed 300 Mbps bandwidth.
On the other hand, we find that the top 6.8% of tests where the
bandwidth exceeds 300 Mbps were mostly conducted alongside
major urban roads where eNodeBs are equipped with LTE-Advanced
(with features such as carrier aggregation and enhanced MIMO) to
cope with large traffic volumes.
With regard to 5G, we still observe an 11% decrease in the average
bandwidth from 2020 to 2021. This is attributed to several factors.
First, spectrum refarming may play a negative role. For example,
the average bandwidth of the refarmed Band 1 and Band 28 is as
low as 103 Mbps and 113 Mbps respectively, because of the thin
(≤60 MHz) spectrum refarmed within each band. Second, our data
suggest that a strong received signal strength (RSS) level does not
necessarily translate into high 5G bandwidth: the average bandwidth
under excellent (level 5) RSS is even lower than that under weaker
(level 3 and 4) RSS. We find that excellent-RSS tests are more likely
to be performed in crowded urban areas where complex multipath
interference incurred by buildings [58], load balancing issues caused
by heavy population [76], and poor handover problems due to the
dense 5G gNodeBs [17] all become prominent. In contrast, in our 4G
data, RSS and measured bandwidth are more positively correlated,
given the much more mature, well-provisioned 4G infrastructure
deployed for more than 10 years.
As to WiFi access, we find that while WiFi 5 is superior to WiFi 4,
their average bandwidths are close (195 Mbps vs. 208 Mbps) over the
5 GHz band.1 Regarding the WiFi 6 access, its average bandwidth
goes up to 345 Mbps, which is still far below its advertised capability.
Our data indicate the reason to be the slow wired Internet, as ∼64%
of the WiFi customers are still using ≤200-Mbps fixed “broadband”
Internet access that offsets the advantages of WiFi 5/6.
1 Note

that WiFi 4 and WiFi 6 use both the 2.4 GHz and 5 GHz bands, while WiFi 5
uses the 5 GHz band only.

Implications. Combining the above analysis of 4G, 5G, and WiFi,
our analysis depicts a holistic, complete picture of today’s mobile
access bandwidth. In particular, it quantitatively reveals the side
effect of aggressively (and perhaps imprudently) migrating radio
resources from 4G, which still owns the vast majority of today’s
cellular users, to 5G. The side effect is further aggravated by the
bottlenecks of 5G and other infrastructures (e.g., devices and the
wired Internet access). Although spectrum refarming is inevitable
as cellular technology evolves, the current LTE spectrum resources
are severely fragmented. This makes contiguous high-bandwidth
spectrum available for refarming rather scarce, leading to low 5G
bandwidth as exhibited in our data.
Our results advocate more effective band defragmentation and
refarming strategies. Meanwhile, since 4G and 5G will coexist for
a very long time, our findings also call for strengthening existing
LTE infrastructure in a cost-effective manner, such as widening the
LTE-Advanced deployment. Our findings also bring implications for
other stakeholders. For example, wired ISPs and content providers
should take into account the emerging wireless technologies when
budgeting their network infrastructure. In addition, customers should
be better informed and educated to understand the performance and
bottlenecks of new technologies.
Rearchitecting BTS-APP. The study also provides deep insights
on rearchitecting the BTS-APP system to make it ultra-fast and ultralight, addressing the infrastructure scalability challenge. We make
two key observations from our data. First, for high-speed mobile
networks, TCP slow start accounts for a significant fraction of time
taken by a bandwidth test, but it does not contribute useful bandwidth
samples. This drives us to reduce BTS-APP’s bandwidth probing
duration. Second, we find that mobile access bandwidth can be well
modeled by a multi-modal Gaussian distribution for a given access
technology. This dictates a novel data-driven approach for selecting
the initial probing bandwidth without lengthy, expensive calibration:
using the bandwidth that best matches the client’s access technology
with high probability and then fine-tuning the probing data rate with
the client feedback for fast convergence.
We mechanize the above ideas by re-implementing BTS-APP’s
bandwidth testing logic, as well as several system-level improvements such as a UDP-based protocol allowing customized bandwidth
probing and an informed server deployment strategy for accommodating the workloads. We deploy and evaluate the new system
(dubbed Swiftest) for a whole month, serving 0.2M users and 0.31M
test requests. The large-scale, real-world evaluation indicates that
Swiftest is highly effective on every dimension. For test duration,
Swiftest takes merely 1.19 seconds on average to accomplish a bandwidth test, and 55% of tests are finished within one second (including
the initial PING latency). In contrast, BTS-APP takes 10 seconds
to complete a test. For infrastructure cost, Swiftest cuts the server
expense by ∼15×: it only requires 20 100-Mbps servers to support a
realistic workload of ∼10K tests per day (with margins) while BTSAPP needs 50 1-Gbps servers. For accuracy, the average difference
between Swiftest and BTS-APP is as small as 5%.
Code/Data Release. We have released the code and data at https:
//MobileBandwidth.github.io/ to help the community understand
large-scale mobile access bandwidth and to develop Swiftest for
customized mobile measurements.

2

STUDY METHODOLOGY

This section first presents BTS-APP’s bandwidth testing architecture,
and then describes the lightweight plugin we build for collecting
in-depth network information in the wild.
BTS-APP’s System Architecture. The bandwidth testing logic
and system deployment of BTS-APP are quite similar to those
of Speedtest, a state-of-the-art BTS system that owns the largest
user scale (around 15M user requests served per day) and server
pool (16,190 test servers deployed across the globe as of January
2022) [27]. Some additional adaptations are made by the development team to fit the specific workload of BTS-APP.
Upon a test request, BTS-APP first measures the PING latency
from the user client to a subset of its deployed test servers, so as
to find a nearby server with the lowest latency. Then, during the
actual bandwidth testing process, it continuously downloads large
files from the selected server via HTTP connections to probe the
access bandwidth for 10 seconds, and acquires a bandwidth sample
every 50 milliseconds in the meantime (therefore generating a total
of 200 samples). Here the probing duration (10 seconds) is shorter
than that of Speedtest (15 seconds) because almost all of BTSAPP’s user requests come from Mainland China (meaning shorter
RTTs for data transmission). In order to ensure that the user-side
access bandwidth is fully saturated, BTS-APP progressively sets
up new HTTP connections to other nearby test servers, if the latest
bandwidth sample reaches a predefined threshold (i.e., 25 Mbps,
35 Mbps, and so on, following Speedtest’s design).
To produce the test result, BTS-APP first partitions the collected
bandwidth samples into 20 groups, each containing 10 samples.
Then, to address the noises caused by TCP slow start and network
dynamics, it discards 5 groups (of samples) with the lowest average
bandwidth and 2 groups with the highest. The remaining groups’
average bandwidth is used as the final result. All the empirical
parameters used in this stage conform to those of Speedtest [27],
whose robustness has been extensively evaluated in the real world.
BTS-APP’s current infrastructure consists of 352 test servers
distributed across Mainland China, whose bandwidths range from
1 Gbps to 10 Gbps. In particular, 62 of the test servers are directly
provided by ISPs through commercial negotiations, which are close
to the Internet backbone networks (IXPs) and thus are especially
high-speed. In each test, 5 (out of the 352) geographically nearby
(determined by the IP addresses) servers are PINGed to find the
nearest server; in contrast, 10 out of the 16,190 servers are PINGed
in Speedtest. This seemingly “degraded” configuration is acceptable
in practice, as it can well handle the present workload of BTSAPP (serving ∼0.2M user requests per day generally issued from
Mainland China) without harming the test accuracy.
Fine-Grained Data Collection. Despite being able to provide reliable and accurate bandwidth testing service in the past 7 years or so,
BTS-APP cannot give an in-depth analysis of its results, making it
hard to understand the root causes of undesirable access bandwidths.
This is because although BTS-APP is an Android app, the implementation of its bandwidth testing logic is mostly web-based (similar to
other BTSes introduced in §1). Thereby, BTS-APP cannot capture
critical underlying network information (such as frequency band and
signal strength) at the client side for in-depth performance analysis

and troubleshooting. To overcome the shortcoming, we build a data
collection module for BTS-APP to capture fine-grained data.
In order to run on heterogeneous mobile devices at scale, such a
module needs to be both lightweight and privacy-preserving. For the
former, we resort to passive monitoring of critical PHY- and MAClayer information during a bandwidth test using generic Android
APIs. For the latter, we carefully avoid any data collection that would
require additional privileges the original app does not possess, so
as to minimize users’ privacy concerns. Concretely, with respect to
cellular networks, we focus on user device-side signal conditions
(e.g., signal strength and signal-to-noise ratio), as well as base station
(BS)-side connection information (e.g., BS ID, frequency band, and
channel number). Regarding WiFi networks, we are interested in
the connected access points’ capabilities (e.g., WiFi standard, radio
frequency, and MAC-layer transmission speed), as well as the local
network status (e.g., states of the other WiFi APs that are detected).
The above module is implemented as a small-size (1K lines of
code and 110 KB binary) plugin that BTS-APP can dynamically
load at runtime. During a bandwidth test, the plugin carries out data
collection every second, which incurs negligible (≤2%) CPU and
(≤1 MB) memory overhead on even a low-end phone. After the test,
the result and the collected data are uploaded via WiFi (whenever
possible) to our data server for subsequent detailed analysis.
Crowdsourcing and Ethical Considerations. Thanks to BTSAPP’s development team, we manage to deploy the plugin on almost
all of BTS-APP’s users (the remaining minority of users choose to
opt out). From Aug. 1st to Nov. 30th in 2021, a total of 3.54M users
perform 23.6M access bandwidth tests. None of our measurements
violate BTS-APP’s user agreements. The users involved in this study
opted in with informed user consent, and the analysis is conducted
under a well-established IRB. During the study, no personally identifiable information was collected, and we have no way of linking
the data with users’ actual identities.

3

MEASUREMENT FINDINGS

In this section, we first present the general statistics from our measurement (§3.1), and then zoom in on the respective bandwidth
characteristics of 4G (§3.2), 5G (§3.3), and WiFi (§3.4) in terms of
both technical and non-technical factors.

3.1 General Statistics
During our four-month measurement, 3,542,179 user devices conducted 23,636,352 access bandwidth tests, 99.97% of which are
located in China, involving four mobile ISPs, 2,041,586 BSes, and
4,473,362 WiFi APs. More specifically, we record the results of
21,051 3G tests, 1,632,616 4G tests, 905,471 5G tests, and 21,077,214
WiFi tests, along with the cross-layer, in-situ network information
as discussed in §2. To enable the longitudinal analysis, we also refer
to BTS-APP’s measurement reports in recent years when necessary.
Bandwidth Variation over Time. As the commercial prosperity of
5G and WiFi 6 commenced in late 2019, mobile access bandwidth
was expected to grow constantly in the subsequent years (2020 and
2021) in response to the increasing deployment of 5G BSes and
WiFi 6 APs. Nevertheless, we find that the average WiFi bandwidth
remains mostly unchanged: 132 Mbps in 2020 vs. 137 Mbps in
2021. More surprisingly, the average 4G bandwidth decreases from
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Figure 2: Average 4G, 5G and WiFi bandwidth
for different OSes.

Spatial Disparity. We further examine the bandwidth variation
across different cities in China during our measurement period (Aug.
to Nov. 2021), including 21 mega cities, 51 medium cities, and 254
small cities. In general, there is noticeable difference among the
access bandwidths of 4G (28–119 Mbps), 5G (113–428 Mbps), and
WiFi (83–256 Mbps) with regard to these cities. A mega city (such
as Guangzhou) does not necessarily possess high 4G, 5G, and WiFi
bandwidths (55 Mbps, 301 Mbps, and 136 Mbps, respectively) even
with dense infrastructure deployment, probably due to the severe
network resource contention among plenty of users. Besides, 41%
cities are subject to unbalanced development of 4G and 5G networks;
for example, Shanghai has higher 5G bandwidth (337 Mbps) as compared to the national average (305 Mbps), while its 4G bandwidth
(48 Mbps) is 9% lower than the national average. On average, the
4G and 5G access bandwidth in urban areas is 24% and 33% higher
than that in the rural areas of the same cities, respectively, mostly
owing to their distinct densities of infrastructure deployment.
User-side Hardware and Software. We also study the impact
of user-side hardware and software (i.e., the Android system that
actually manages the wireless data connectivity) on the access bandwidth. In our dataset, there are 191 mobile phone vendors and 2,381
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68 Mbps in 2020 to 53 Mbps in 2021, and the average 5G bandwidth
drops from 343 Mbps in 2020 to 305 Mbps in 2021. If it is any consolation, the average overall cellular bandwidth (taking 2G/3G/4G/5G
all into consideration) increases from 117 Mbps in 2020 to 135 Mbps
in 2021, which is expected because the user percentage of 5G almost
doubled in 2021 (33%) as compared to that in 2020 (17%).
Furthermore, we closely examine the bandwidth variation with
regard to the same user group (that belong to the same ISP in the
same city), including those China Unicom, China Mobile, and China
Telecom users in Beijing, Shanghai, Guangzhou, and Shenzhen. We
also observe declines in average 4G and 5G bandwidths for the same
user group, which are 12%–31% and 5%–23%, respectively.
The above findings reveal that in real-world deployment, the
advance in wireless technologies is far from being fully exploited. In
particular for cellular access, the QoS for the majority of users (i.e.,
4G users) is in fact damaged despite the well expected improvement
of the “average overall” QoS. This, in our opinion, is unknown and
hardly acceptable to 4G users, and thus may hurt users’ confidence
and do harm to the mobile ecosystem. Worse still, even 5G users who
are prioritized are experiencing deteriorated QoS. We will investigate
the undesirable situations in the remainder of this section from crosstechnology and cross-layer perspectives.
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Figure 3: Average 4G, 5G and WiFi bandwidth
for different ISPs.

device models whose hardware configurations vary from rather lowend to very high-end. At first glance, it appears that mobile access
bandwidth is in general positively correlated with the superiority of
hardware. Closer examination, however, indicates that this is merely
a common illusion caused by missing a key factor at play—software
that bridges the hardware and mobile access networks.
Figure 2 lists the average 4G, 5G and WiFi bandwidth for different Android versions, illustrating that it might well be the Android
version that essentially determines the access bandwidth (in a statistical sense). This is quite understandable in principle, given the
considerable improvements made in the cellular/WiFi management
modules by higher-version Android systems. In contrast, when a lowend device model and a high-end device model are equipped with the
same Android version, usually we do not observe obvious difference
in mobile access bandwidth between them—the standard deviation
for the same access technology is ≤23 Mbps. Consequently, the fact
that higher-end mobile phones often (but do not necessarily) possess
higher access bandwidths is only because they have more up-to-date
hardware that is more often used for running higher-version OSes.
ISP-side Infrastructure Investment. Our study involves all the
four major ISPs in China: China Mobile, China Unicom, China
Telecom, and China Broadcast Network, who provide both cellular
and fixed broadband services for Internet users. They are referred
to as ISP-1, ISP-2, ISP-3, and ISP-4 henceforth. Figure 3 presents
their average 4G, 5G and WiFi bandwidths. As shown, while their
average 4G bandwidths are quite similar (probably owing to their
wide deployment of mature and similar 4G infrastructure), there
is noticeable difference among their average 5G bandwidths. In
particular, as a newly-founded ISP that focuses on 5G, ISP-4 bears
obviously lower 5G bandwidth, since its 5G service is based on
a special low-bandwidth 700 MHz band originally designated for
4G and radio broadcast services. In other words, ISP-4 is trading
bandwidth for low-cost deployment.
We also note that ISP-3 outperforms ISP-1 and ISP-2 in both
5G and WiFi bandwidths. The former is because ISP-3 deploys 5G
mostly on an advantageous frequency range of a dedicated 3 GHz
band (detailed in §3.3). The latter is due to ISP-3’s heavier investment in its fixed broadband infrastructure (detailed in §3.4).

3.2 4G (LTE) Access Bandwidth
As illustrated in Figure 4, the average 4G access bandwidth in our
measurement is only 53 Mbps, which is far below the ISPs’ claimed
bandwidth limit (i.e., 300 Mbps). According to BTS-APP’s measurement reports, this is even 22% lower than that in 2020. While in the
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Table 1: The nine LTE bands involved in our study, ordered by
their downlink (DL) spectrum.
Band
Band 28
Band 5
Band 8
Band 3
Band 39
Band 34
Band 1
Band 40
Band 41

DL Spectrum
758 – 803 MHz
869 – 894 MHz
925 – 960 MHz
1805 – 1880 MHz
1880 – 1920 MHz
2010 – 2025 MHz
2110 – 2170 MHz
2300 – 2400 MHz
2496 – 2690 MHz

Number of Tests (M)

1.0

0.93

Max Channel Bandwidth
20 MHz
10 MHz
10 MHz
20 MHz
20 MHz
15 MHz
20 MHz
20 MHz
20 MHz

ISPs
ISP-4
ISP-3
ISP-1, 2
ISP-1, 2, 3
ISP-1
ISP-1
ISP-2, 3
ISP-1
ISP-1

top 6.8% of tests the bandwidth exceeds 300 Mbps, in over a quarter
(26.3%) of tests the result is below 10 Mbps. In this part we explain
the above phenomena by delving into the radio characteristics of
LTE, the migration of radio resources from LTE to 5G, and the
deployment of the novel LTE-Advanced technology.
Radio Characteristics. Frequency range (a.k.a, spectrum) and
channel bandwidth are among the key radio characteristics that determine the performance of cellular access. Each LTE band is unique
in the two characteristics. In theory, lower-frequency bands have
less signal propagation loss, and thus can bring better radio coverage
and signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). On the other hand, channel bandwidth has a more direct impact on the access bandwidth—the limit
of access bandwidth linearly grows as the maximum channel bandwidth increases, as dictated by the Shannon-Hartley theorem [64].
Given the above theoretical radio features of different bands, we are
particularly interested in their actual impact on the access bandwidth.
We have captured all the nine LTE bands used in China, referred
to as Band 1, 3, 5, 8, 28, 34, 39, 40 and 41 following 3GPP’s definition [1]. Table 1 lists each band’s downlink spectrum (recall that
our study concentrates on the download bandwidths of mobile devices), maximum supported channel bandwidth, and corresponding
ISP(s)—note that one band can be multiplexed by multiple ISPs.
According to 3GPP’s LTE specifications [1], the channel bandwidth
should reach 20 MHz to realize the theoretical bandwidth limit of
4G access, so we denote the bands that support the 20 MHz channel
bandwidth as high-bandwidth bands (H-Bands for short), and the
others as low-bandwidth bands (L-Bands for short).
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4G Frequency Band
Figure 6: Number of access bandwidth
tests conducted on each LTE band.

Figure 5 lists the average access bandwidths of the nine LTE
bands. Note that Band 28, which is assigned to the 5G-first ISP-4,
was only used in two LTE bandwidth tests (see Figure 6) so its result
is highly biased here. Not surprisingly, H-Bands (except Band 28)
yield higher access bandwidths than L-Bands. However, the average
bandwidth of Band 39 is as low as 48.2 Mbps, even close to that
(47.1 Mbps) of Band 34 which is an L-Band. This is because Band
39 is dedicated to serving rural areas where LTE BSes are sparsely
deployed [32]. In comparison, Band 40 is used for penetrating indoor
environments where LTE BSes are usually densely deployed, and
thus offers better signal strength—an average of -88 dBm for Band
40 vs. -94 dBm for Band 39. These special purposes explain the
low correlation between spectrum and access bandwidth for certain
bands as shown in Figure 5.
Radio Resource Migration. Since H-Bands are superior to LBands in terms of access bandwidth, most mobile users should be
served by H-Bands, which are reflected on Figure 6, where the
majority (85.6%) of LTE bandwidth tests are conducted on H-Bands.
In particular, Band 3 alone serves 55% tests. More specifically, for all
the three ISPs (ISP-1, ISP-2 and ISP-3) that deploy LTE on Band 3,
the percentage of Band-3 LTE bandwidth tests is the highest among
their used bands, i.e., 31%, 63% and 76% respectively.
We attribute this skewed workload distribution to the recent migration of radio resources from other LTE H-Bands to 5G. In early
2021, a large portion of LTE H-Band spectrum was “refarmed” for
5G usage [56]; the affected bands include Band 1, Band 28, and
Band 41, which in together occupy 58.2% of the entire H-Band
spectrum. Such an aggressive migration constitutes an important
cause of the sharp decrease in LTE access bandwidth from 2020 to
2021 (as mentioned in §3.1). In detail, the average bandwidths of
the refarmed Band 1 (63 Mbps) and Band 41 (58 Mbps) have fallen
below the average LTE bandwidth in 2020 (68 Mbps).
LTE-Advanced Deployment. As mentioned in the beginning
of this part, although the average LTE bandwidth is rather low
(53 Mbps), we do observe that in 6.8% LTE bandwidth tests the
result is higher than 300 Mbps, averaging at 403 Mbps and peaking at 813 Mbps. A closer examination reveals that the majority
of these tests are performed alongside urban main roads, where
ISPs deploy the LTE-Advanced [18] technology for the nearby LTE
BSes (termed eNodeBs) to deal with the large traffic volume. LTEAdvanced makes significant improvements on conventional LTE
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20 MHz
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100 MHz
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Table 2: The five 5G bands involved in our study, ordered by
their downlink (DL) spectrum.
Band
N28
N1
N41
N78
N79

N41

Number of Tests

CDF

0.8

Dedicated Band

Figure 9: Number of access bandwidth tests
conducted on each 5G band.
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Figure 10: Number of 5G tests and average 5G bandwidth in
different times of a typical day.
bandwidth (which can only reach 150 Mbps) through a suite of innovations such as carrier aggregation, multi-antenna technology, enhanced MIMO and mobility. As a result, LTE-Advanced can achieve
up to 2 Gbps bandwidth, comparable to the bandwidth of today’s
commercial 5G. More importantly, LTE-Advanced is technically
mature, easy-to-deploy, and cost-effective.

3.3 5G Access Bandwidth
As the state-of-the-art cellular technology, 5G can offer up to 20
Gbps access bandwidth along with ultra-low latency (e.g., 5 ms) and
ultra-high service capacity (e.g., 1M devices per square kilometer).
Over the past two years, ISPs have made enormous investments
on 5G’s infrastructure and commercial promotion. Particularly, as
revealed in §3.2, even 4G’s infrastructure (radio spectrum) has been
refarmed to this end. Nevertheless, Figure 7 shows an undesired
outcome of the above efforts: the average 5G bandwidth is 303
Mbps, which has decreased by 11% as compared to that in 2020
(according to BTS-APP’s measurement reports). To demystify this
“lose-lose” situation of today’s cellular ecosystem (dominated by 4G
and 5G), we next examine in depth the key factors that lead to the
dilemma, regarding spectrum refarming and received signal strength.
Spectrum Refarming. As shown in Table 2, five bands are used
by the four ISPs for 5G deployment in China, dubbed N1, N28,
N41, N78 and N79 according to 3GPP’s specifications [2]. All these
bands are sub-6 GHz and three of them (N1, N28 and N41) are in
fact refarmed from the three LTE bands (Band 1, Band 28 and Band
41) respectively. N78 and N79, on the other hand, are dedicated to
5G usage, among which N78 is the core band that provides most

of 5G’s service capacity2 while N79 is still under test deployment.
There are only three N79-related tests in our measurement, so we
will exclude N79 from our analysis to avoid bias. We list the average
access bandwidth of each 5G band in Figure 8, and the number of
access bandwidth tests conducted on each band in Figure 9.
As shown, there exists a significant discrepancy among the average bandwidths of the three refarmed bands. Specifically, the average
5G bandwidth on N41 is 312 Mbps, which is comparable to that of
5G’s core band N78 (332 Mbps). In contrast, the results on the other
two refarmed bands (N1 and N28) are much lower, i.e., 103 Mbps
and 113 Mbps. A deeper investigation clears the mystery—a 100MHz contiguous spectrum (2515–2615 MHz) from Band 41 has
been refarmed into N41, which is quite wide to support relatively
high bandwidth. In contrast, the refarmed contiguous spectrum from
Band 1 and Band 28 is rather thin (i.e., 60 MHz and 45 MHz), leading to undesirable bandwidth. Thus, we conclude that refarming is a
major contributor to the decline of 5G’s average access bandwidth.
Diurnal Pattern. We also examine the number of 5G tests and the
average 5G access bandwidth at different times of the days during our
measurement period (Aug. to Nov. 2021). Figure 10 demonstrates
the data collected in a typical day. We observe that in most cases,
the average 5G bandwidth is negatively correlated with the number
of tests. This is because more bandwidth tests performed usually
2 ISP-3

uses lower-frequency spectrum in N78, offering wider coverage while not
sacrificing bandwidth, so has higher signal strength and bandwidth.
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indicate that more users are sharing the access network, leading to
heavier workloads and resource contention on the BSes.
Nevertheless, we find that the average bandwidth hits the bottom
(276 Mbps) between 21:00 and 23:00, during which the number
of tests is as small as 362 per hour. In contrast, even with 25%
more tests performed per hour from 15:00 to 17:00, the average
bandwidth in that time period is 10% higher (308 Mbps). Deeper
investigations show that the above phenomenon stems from the
sleeping strategy of 5G BSes, in which ISPs selectively turn off the
active antenna processing units of 5G BSes from 21:00 to 9:00 to
reduce energy consumption [16, 50, 61]. Notably, we observe that
despite the sleeping strategy, the average bandwidth in fact reaches
the peak (334 Mbps) between 3:00 and 5:00, since very few people
are using the network during this period (46 tests per hour).
In comparison, for 4G networks, we find that the average bandwidth at different times of the days is in general positively correlated
with the number of tests conducted by users. This is because an LTE
BS consumes much less energy and thus does not adopt the sleeping
strategy of 5G BSes.
Received Signal Strength (RSS). In common sense, an excellent RSS usually implies a higher SNR, and hence a higher access
bandwidth [64]. While our data show that RSS and SNR are indeed
positively correlated (Figure 11), a counter-intuitive finding is that
RSS and 5G access bandwidth are not. Figure 12 clearly depicts that
as the RSS rises from level-1 to level-4, the average 5G bandwidth
monotonously grows from 204 Mbps to 314 Mbps. However, when
the RSS becomes excellent (level 5), the average 5G bandwidth
sharply drops below that with level-3 and level-4 RSS. The situation
is similar when we examine the median 5G bandwidth.
To understand the above, we notice that the abovementioned
excellent-RSS 5G bandwidth tests are mostly performed in crowded
urban areas, where 5G BSes in close proximity tend to yield consistently low bandwidth. Heavy population in such areas often requires
dense deployment of 5G BSes (termed gNodeBs) [54]. Although this
can provide higher signal strength, improper gNodeB placement and
antenna configurations can easily lead to cross-region coverage [3],
i.e., overlaps of different gNodeBs’ signal coverage, which can
aggravate the already complex multi-path and co-channel interference [49, 75] in urban areas with dense buildings, as well as the various load balancing issues and poor handover problems [17, 48, 65].
This may especially be the case given that current 5G technology
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Figure 13: Bandwidth distribution for
WiFi access in our measurement.

and deployment are rather immature. In comparison, we do not observe such a phenomenon on 4G access, given its much more mature,
well-provisioned infrastructure deployed for 10+ years.

3.4 WiFi Access Bandwidth
As another widely-deployed mobile access technology, WiFi mainly
works in home and enterprise environments. In this part, we dig into
the access bandwidth of WiFi across its 4th, 5th, and 6th generations
of technical standards.
In our dataset, WiFi 4, 5 and 6 account for 57.2%, 31.3% and 11.5
% of the WiFi bandwidth tests, respectively. Figure 13 depicts their
bandwidth distributions. With the evolution of WiFi technologies
(4→5→6), the average bandwidth appears to substantially increase
(59 Mbps→203 Mbps→345 Mbps). In more detail, given that WiFi
5 only uses the 5 GHz band, we look at the 2.4 GHz and 5 GHz WiFi
bands separately (see Figures 14 and 15). We are surprised to find
that the average bandwidths of WiFi 4 and WiFi 5 are in fact fairly
close over the 5 GHz band—195 Mbps vs. 208 Mbps. This suggests
that the overall bandwidth improvement from WiFi 4 to WiFi 5 is
mostly because WiFi 4 users are also using the 2.4 GHz band, rather
than benefiting from the technical advances introduced in WiFi 5,
such as beamforming and downlink multi-user MIMO.
Delving deeper into the bandwidth distribution of WiFi 4/5/6,
we notice that for each generation, WiFi bandwidths tend to cluster
around certain 100× values, e.g., 100 Mbps, 300 Mbps, and 500
Mbps for WiFi 5 (as shown in Figure 16). Interestingly, we find
that these 100× values well match the promised bandwidths of ISPs’
typical fixed broadband plans [53, 69, 70]. In a sense, they reflect
the distribution of WiFi users’ purchased fixed broadband plans.
Based on this heuristic, the fixed broadband plans of ISPs, and other
public reports on the bandwidth distribution of fixed broadband
in China [7, 8], we can now roughly infer that ∼64% of the WiFi
users are still using ≤200-Mbps fixed “broadband” Internet access.
Consequently, the technical advantages of WiFi 5 are in fact largely
offset by the tardy evolution of wired Internet access.
For WiFi 6 that manifests the highest average bandwidth, there
are fewer (∼39%) users using the ≤200-Mbps fixed broadband,
indicating that WiFi 6 users are more likely to live in urban areas
(shown by their IP addresses) where wired broadband infrastructure
evolves more quickly. In particular, we notice that for an ISP (ISP-3)
that has made heavy investments in its fixed broadband infrastructure,
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IMPLICATIONS

The analysis results of 4G, 5G, and WiFi 4/5/6 in §3 depict a complete picture of today’s mobile access bandwidth. On one hand, we
witness the power of emerging mobile access technologies such as
5G and WiFi 6—in certain cases, they do yield very high bandwidth
that is hardly achievable by their predecessors. On the other hand,
we note that traditional technologies (e.g., 4G LTE and WiFi 4/5) are
still serving the majority of mobile users and bearing more mature
deployment and stable performance. Most importantly, the developments of these technologies are closely intertwined (e.g., 4G and
5G compete for limited radio resources), forming an intricate and
complex ecosystem.
Our study illustrates the aggressive migration of radio resources
from 4G to 5G, and quantitatively reveals its side effect on both
4G and 5G access bandwidths. Although spectrum refarming is
usually considered inevitable during the evolution of cellular technologies, it should be carried out in a moderate and strategic manner
so as to avoid or minimize the side effect. In particular, one should
pay special attention to the fact that the current LTE spectrum resources are severely fragmented, which can be ascribed to two major
reasons. First, the spectrum is often statically segmented among
different ISPs and regions [57], with necessary spectrum spacing
(called guard bands [68]) between adjacent bands to prevent signal
interference [12]. Second, as different mobile telecommunication
technologies (e.g., CDMA, WCDMA, GSM, LTE, and NR) often
work in a same band with non-overlapping spectrum [41], their heterogeneous requirements in channel bandwidth (e.g., CDMA needs
1.25 MHz bandwidth while LTE needs 20 MHz bandwidth) can
easily fragment the spectrum.
As a result, few of the LTE bands can provide sufficient contiguous spectrum for refarming, while 5G usually requires nearly 100
MHz contiguous spectrum to enable a high data rate and low signal
interference among user devices. We therefore advocate more effective band defragmentation and refarming strategies, e.g., dynamic
spectrum allocation [60] and flexible band trading [43], to facilitate
better utilization of spectrum resources given the fast evolution of
cellular networks.
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the corresponding WiFi access bandwidth is also the highest among
the studied four ISPs. Nevertheless, the average bandwidth of WiFi
6 is still far below its advertised capability, leading to significant
under-utilization of WiFi 6’s superiority.
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Since 4G and 5G will coexist for a very long time [19, 20], our
findings also call for strengthening existing LTE infrastructure in
a cost-effective manner. For instance, we suggest widening the deployment of the LTE-Advanced technology, which has yielded up to
813 Mbps bandwidth in our measurement (comparable to the typical
bandwidth of commercial 5G). Moreover, LTE-Advanced’s carrier
aggregation feature can help combine non-contiguous channels (i.e.,
signal carriers) among fragmented bands into a single wide channel
to realize high data rate [78], leading to effective mitigation of the
spectrum fragmentation and improvement to the effect of refarming.
Our findings also bring implications for other players in the mobile ecosystem. For example, in §3.4 we notice that slow broadband access can largely retard the access bandwidth of WiFi 4/5/6,
so wired ISPs and content providers should take into account the
emerging wireless technologies when budgeting their network infrastructure. Moreover, we encourage customers to be rational when
being bombarded with ISPs’ and phone vendors’ 5G advertisement
campaigns. They should be informed of 5G’s actual performance in
everyday usage, and that up-to-date mobile OS (rather than solely
superior hardware) is crucial to the access bandwidth of a mobile
device, as we discover in §3.1.

5

FAST AND LIGHT BANDWIDTH TESTING
SERVICE AT SCALE

As a fundamental tool for understanding end users’ Internet access
bandwidths, bandwidth testing services (BTSes) not only facilitate
large-scale characterization of network performance in the wild, but
also serve as a core component of many emerging bandwidth-hungry
applications (e.g., UHD streaming and AR/VR). However, mainstream BTSes typically follow the “probing by flooding” approach,
which brings heavy burden on end users in terms of both test time
and data usage, as well as on service providers in terms of backend
server cost (cf. §2). Worse still, these issues have aggravated in recent
years given the advent of high-bandwidth 5G and WiFi 6 networks,
raising considerable concerns from BTS-APP’s operation team.
To tackle this, in this section we use our measurement insights to
rearchitect the BTS-APP system, so that it can be much faster and
lighter to accommodate the upcoming heavier workload. We first
take a data-driven approach to optimizing the bandwidth probing
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process (§5.1), and then devise a principled method to achieve costeffective server deployment (§5.2). Afterwards, we conduct realworld implementation and evaluation for the new design (§5.3).

5.1 Data-Driven Bandwidth Probing
Recall in §2 that upon a bandwidth test request, BTS-APP probes
the user’s access bandwidth for 10 seconds by downloading large
files from a test server (more servers will be added if necessary), and
collects bandwidth samples in the meantime to generate the final
result. Through the in-depth measurement, we identify important
optimization opportunities for such a bandwidth probing process,
and adjust the bandwidth testing logic accordingly.
Negative Effect of TCP Slow Start. When examining the recorded
bandwidth samples of BTS-APP, we notice that as the user’s access
bandwidth increases, TCP slow start takes longer time in a bandwidth test. As TCP slow start is in fact introduced by TCP congestion
control, we quantitatively investigate the effect of mainstream congestion control algorithms (i.e., Cubic [30], Reno [11], and BBR [9])
on 15 test servers randomly picked from BTS-APP’s server pool
for two weeks after the measurement study. We manually configure
the congestion control kernel modules on these servers, and monitor
the duration of slow start with tcp_probe. For user devices, we
employ 10 mobile phones with diverse hardware configurations, Android versions, and mobile access technologies (which turn out to
have little impact on this experiment).
As shown in Figure 17, Cubic obviously incurs longer slow start
time, while BBR behaves a little better than Reno. Even with the
emerging BBR algorithm, TCP slow start takes an average of around
2 seconds and 4 seconds during the access bandwidth tests of 100Mbps and 1-Gbps mobile networks, respectively, accounting for a
significant fraction of the total test time (10 seconds). However, the
bandwidth samples generated during the slow start phase are in fact
“noises” that do not contribute useful information to the final result.
To make matters worse, they can sometimes affect the accuracy of
test results if not properly filtered, particularly when they can be
triggered by spurious packet losses during transmission (common in
cellular networks [72]).
Solutions of Existing BTSes. To combat network noises introduced
by TCP slow start and common network fluctuations, today’s BTSes
employ diverse methods at different stages (including server selection, bandwidth probing, and bandwidth estimation) of a bandwidth
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test. First, during server selection, existing BTSes often choose test
servers with the lowest latencies to the client to reduce network
noises. Then, during the bandwidth probing stage, some BTSes (e.g.,
Speedtest [27] and FAST [21]) perform large data transfers using
parallel connections to saturate the client’s bandwidth as quickly as
possible. Finally, when performing bandwidth estimation using the
bandwidth samples collected during the probing stage, existing BTSes use dedicated algorithms to rule out noise samples and generate
the final result. For instance, Speedtest [27] adopts a static algorithm
to filter out the top 10% and bottom 25% bandwidth samples, and
then averages the remaining ones as the final result; in comparison,
FastBTS [77] uses the crucial interval-based sampling algorithm to
calculate the bandwidth interval with the highest concentration, i.e.,
the product of sample density and quantity.
All the above efforts can mitigate the impact of network noises in
practice. However, they cannot reduce the long duration caused by
TCP slow start, especially under the network environments with a
high bandwidth-delay product. For example, the slow start time may
increase to ∼6 seconds for 10 Gbps networks with 100 ms RTT.
Bandwidth Probing with Statistical Guidance. Essentially, the
long duration of TCP slow start stems from its gradual, cautious
probing of a user’s access bandwidth. To address this, our key finding
is that for a given access technology, its access bandwidth (𝑿 ) in
fact follows a multi-modal Gaussian distribution
P(𝑿 ) =

𝑘
∑︁

𝑤𝑖 N (𝑿 |𝝁 𝒊 , 𝝈 𝒊 ),

(1)

𝑖=1

which means that the occurrence probability of a certain bandwidth
value is a weighted (𝑤𝑖 ) combination of several independent Gaussian distributions (N (𝑿 |𝝁 𝒊 , 𝝈 𝒊 )). For example, in Figure 18 and Figure 19, 4G and 5G networks’ bandwidth probability distributions can
both be described as multi-modal Gaussian distributions. Here one
“mode” (i.e., 𝝁 𝒊 of an individual Gaussian distribution) manifests as
a peak in the bandwidth probability distribution. Similar situations
are also identified for each WiFi technical standards, e.g., WiFi 5 as
shown in Figure 16.
It is worth noting that such statistical bandwidth distribution
patterns of different mobile access technologies are not coincidences.
As a matter of fact, they are produced by the joint impact of different
access technologies’ bandwidth limits, infrastructure status, and
ISPs’ data plans, e.g., due to ISPs’ fixed broadband plans in the

case of WiFi 5 (refer to §3.4). More importantly, we observe that
these factors and the resulting distributions are quite stable on a
moderate time scale (e.g., within a month). Therefore, by updating
the statistical model periodically, we can leverage it to guide the
selection of the initial data rate for bandwidth probing, thus avoiding
the lengthy ramp-up in TCP slow start.
Upon a bandwidth test request with respect to a certain mobile
access technology, we set the initial probing data rate as the most
probable bandwidth (i.e., the most significant mode) of the access
technology, based on its multi-modal probability distribution of access bandwidths. Then, we select a reasonable number of nearby test
servers (with the lowest PING latencies among all the test servers) as
the actual test servers, whose total uplink bandwidth slightly exceeds
the initial probing data rate (since the uplink bandwidth of a test
server is typically an integral multiple of 100 Mbps).
During the actual probing process, we acquire a bandwidth sample
every 50 milliseconds (as the original BTS-APP does), and determine
whether the client’s access bandwidth is fully saturated by examining
whether the latest bandwidth sample falls below the current probing
data rate. If not (saturated), we further tune the probing data rate
to one of the larger “modal” bandwidth values (more servers will
be added if necessary)—similarly, we use the most probable one
among these larger “modal” bandwidth values as the next probing
data rate. Otherwise, we keep the current probing data rate. Finally,
if the latest ten bandwidth samples converge, we stop the test and
calculate the mean of the ten samples as the final test result. Here
we regard the samples as convergent if the difference ratio between
their maximum and minimum values is ≤3%, following the design
of FAST [21] (also a state-of-the-art BTS).
To instantiate the above design under large-scale scenarios, we alter the transmission protocol from TCP to UDP, which is practically
feasible with the support of BTS-APP. Thereby, we can implement
the customized bandwidth probing mechanism from scratch at the application layer without tampering the kernel network stack. Further,
while our more aggressive bandwidth probing mechanism may raise
the concern of network fairness, our network flows are in fact very
short-lived (∼1 second as to be shown in §5.3). In addition, wireless
networks have separate mechanisms for ensuring fairness at lower
layers (e.g., proportional-fair scheduling performed by BSes [40]).
Thus, we believe that fairness should not be a concern in our context.

sensitive to latency. This implies severe resource over-provisioning
in BTS-APP’s current Speedtest-like architecture. Therefore, we
can instead strategically deploy a much smaller number of geodistributed, budget servers to properly accommodate the expected
bandwidth testing workload with margins. The workload can be
practically estimated by jointly considering recent user scale and
their access bandwidths reflected in our data.
To realize this goal, another challenge is the selection from heterogeneous server purchase plans, involving a variety of (egress)
bandwidth configurations, numbers of available servers, and the sale
prices across different server providers, particularly the virtual machine (VM) server providers such as Amazon EC2, Aliyun ECS, and
OneProvider (the infrastructure provider of Speedtest). For example,
on OneProvider (as of Jan. 2022) we can find 336 server configurations for purchase, with bandwidth ranging from 100 Mbps to 10
Gbps and price lying between $10.41/month and $2609/month; also,
these configurations have different numbers of servers available.
To make a cost-effective server purchase plan, for each server
configuration 𝑖 (0 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ 𝑘 − 1) with 𝑎𝑖 available servers, we first
need to decide its number of servers to be purchased (denoted as 𝑛𝑖 )
under the constraint that 0 ≤ 𝑛𝑖 ≤ 𝑎𝑖 . Also, the total bandwidth of all
the purchased servers should slightly (typically 5%–10% according
to BTS-APP operation team’s long-term experiences) exceed the
estimated overall bandwidth for serving user requests, so that these
servers are capable of handling the possible bursty workload.
Under the two (linear) constraints, we then set our goal to minimize the total purchase expense while accommodating the estimated
workload. Given that all the variables to be decided (𝑛𝑖 ) should be
integers, the desired purchase plan can be formalized into an integer
linear programming problem [6]. Since the problem is NP-hard, we
choose to follow the common practice of “sweet spot” balancing,
i.e., to find a near-optimal solution with acceptable time complexity
(𝑂 (𝑘 2 )) using the branch-and-bound algorithm [42].
When the server purchase plan is determined, the placement of
test servers is pivotal to the BTS performance. In terms of Internet
data exchange, China Mainland consists of eight domains, each
containing a core IXP (Internet eXchange Point) located at Beijing,
Shanghai, Guangzhou, Nanjing, Shenyang, Wuhan, Chengdu, and
Xi’an, respectively. Thus, the servers should be evenly placed in
these domains and as close to the core IXPs as possible.

5.2 Cost-Effective Server Deployment
As introduced in §1, due to the rapid increase of mobile access
bandwidth, the BTS infrastructure cost has become a key concern of
BTS-APP’s operation team. To address this, we carefully analyze the
workload traces of BTS-APP’s test servers. We observe that in most
(98%) time, the required bandwidth (i.e., the aggregated bandwidth
of all the users who are running tests at a same time) for bandwidth
testing does not reach even 5% of the total available bandwidth of
BTS-APP’s 352 test servers.
The rationale behind BTS-APP’s excessive server deployment is
to provide low latency for geographically distributed users. However,
some state-of-the-art BTSes (e.g., FastBTS) have demonstrated that
low latency enabled by nearby servers is in fact not necessary for
accurate bandwidth testing [77]. Recall from §5 that our proposed
approach uses UDP to avoid the slow start phase, and thus is not

5.3 Implementation and Evaluation
We have implemented the above-described bandwidth probing and
server deployment schemes in a new system called Swiftest. We realize both the client-side and server-side components as Android/Linux
user-space modules (using ∼1,200 lines of code) that can be dynamically loaded and run by the original BTS-APP system.
To understand the real-world effectiveness of Swiftest, once again
we collaborate with BTS-APP’s operation team to conduct back-toback comparative experiments. Specifically, we upgrade BTS-APP
to include Swiftest’s client module and invite its users to participate
in the new study. From Dec. 20th, 2021 to Jan. 20th, 2022 (lasting
a whole month), a total of 0.2M users opted in, conducting 0.31M
back-to-back bandwidth tests (i.e., ∼10K tests every day).
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Test Time and Data Usage. Figures 20 and 21 depict the bandwidth
test time of Swiftest and the corresponding data usage in 4G, 5G
and WiFi networks. Owing to our data-driven bandwidth probing
mechanism that accelerates the convergence of tests, the average
(median) test time (excluding the initial PING latency) for 4G, 5G,
and WiFi is 1.05 sec (0.79 sec), 0.95 sec (0.76 sec) and 0.99 sec (0.75
sec), respectively, greatly outperforming BTS-APP’s 10-second fixed
time and Speedtest’s 15-second fixed time. In fact, even the longest
test time (4.49 seconds) is well below 10 seconds.
Note that the client of Swiftest currently PINGs all the 10 test
servers during the server selection phase, producing an average of
additional 0.2 second test time. Even when this PING latency is taken
into account, Swiftest requires merely 1.19 seconds on average to
accomplish a bandwidth test, and the majority (55%) of tests are
finished within one second.
Accompanying the considerable reduction of test time, the data
usage is reduced substantially by 8.2×–9× for 4G, 5G, and WiFi.
Most notably, even for 5G tests, the average data usage is only 32
MB, while BTS-APP consumes 289 MB.
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At the client side, if a user chooses to opt in, she will conduct
sequential (back-to-back) bandwidth tests using Swiftest and BTSAPP (referred to as a test pair), with one-second cooldown in between to avoid mutual interference. The execution order of Swiftest
and BTS-APP is randomized in each test for a fair comparison. As
compared to only using the original BTS-APP, the repeated testing
process incurs little extra data usage (∼30 MB on average for even a
5G test) on the opt-in users, given the fast and lightweight testing
logic of Swiftest as to be demonstrated shortly.
At the server side, to support ∼10K tests per day (∼5% of BTSAPP’s daily workload, i.e., 0.2M tests), BTS-APP’s operation team
also allocate 5% of their overall server network capacity (measured
by the total bandwidth of their server pool), involving 50 1-Gbps
servers (providing a total of 50 Gbps network capacity). In practice,
we find such a capacity to be mostly sufficient, only incurring a bit
(∼10 𝑚𝑠) increase of PING latency. As to Swiftest’s infrastructure,
we only purchase 20 100-Mbps servers from OneProvider (providing
a total of 2 Gbps network capacity), as dictated by our ILP-based
server selection strategy described in §5.2.
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Figure 22: Test result deviation between
BTS-APP and Swiftest.

as the approximate ground truth, and calculate the difference between the results of Swiftest and BTS-APP, which are generated
back-to-back, to estimate Swiftest’s accuracy. In detail, the differ|𝑅

−𝑅

|

𝑆 −𝐴𝑃𝑃
𝑆 𝑤𝑖 𝑓 𝑡𝑒𝑠𝑡
ence is computed as 𝑚𝑎𝑥𝐵𝑇
{𝑅𝐵𝑇 𝑆 −𝐴𝑃𝑃 ,𝑅𝑆 𝑤𝑖 𝑓 𝑡𝑒𝑠𝑡 } , where 𝑅𝐵𝑇 𝑆 −𝐴𝑃𝑃 and
𝑅𝑆𝑤𝑖 𝑓 𝑡𝑒𝑠𝑡 denote the results generated by BTS-APP and Swiftest,
respectively, in each test pair. Figure 22 shows the distribution of
their results’ deviations. We can see that both the average and median
deviations are quite small: 5.1% and 3.0%, respectively.
On the other hand, we do notice that in a small (16%) portion
of tests, the deviation can exceed 10%. Carefully examining the
bandwidth samples collected during such tests, we find that the some
user devices should be experiencing severe network fluctuations
then, where the bandwidth samples collected by BTS-APP suddenly
dropped oftentimes. Therefore, these large deviations are in fact
the reflections of high network dynamics during the back-to-back
tests. In a minor portion (0.7%) of tests, the deviation can exceed
30%. This is most probably due to the traffic shaping exerted by
certain BSes or WiFi APs, because the network dynamics exhibit
clear patterns. In fact, this issue is pervasive in all BTSes and is more
noticeable for shorter test time.

Comparisons with Other State-of-the-Art BTSes. Apart from
extensively evaluating the performance of Swiftest in the wild, we
also conduct benchmark experiments to compare its performance
with that of two representative state-of-the-art BTSes: FAST and
FastBTS, which have both claimed to provide fast bandwidth tests
to Internet users. For the proprietary FAST BTS, we reimplement
its key testing logic, which has been thoroughly reverse-engineered
by prior work [77]. For FastBTS, we use its latest open-source
version as of Jan. 5th, 2022. We then deploy the server side of
FAST and FastBTS on the same server pool of Swiftest (detailed
in §5.3) for a fair comparison. Regarding the client side, we evenly
deploy ten Android 11 phones in five mega cities of China (including
Beijing, Shanghai, Guangzhou, Shenzhen, and Chengdu) with the
same hardware configurations (Qualcomm Snapdragon 765G CPU
with 5G capability, 6 GB memory, and 128 GB storage).
We denote one test group as the back-to-back bandwidth tests
conducted on the same smartphone using the three BTSes (Swiftest,
FAST, and FastBTS) and BTS-APP in a random order, where BTSAPP’s test results are used as the approximate ground truth for
evaluating the test accuracy of the other three BTSes. In total, we
perform 13,500 groups of tests, i.e., 10 phones × 15 days (from Jan.
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in 99% cases, the average bandwidth utilization of Swiftest’s servers
is ≤45%. In total, the backend infrastructure expense is reduced by
15× by Swiftest as compared to that of BTS-APP.
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Figure 26: Average bandwidth utilization of Swiftest’s servers
during the one-month evaluation.

5th to Jan. 20th in 2022) × 3 different times in each day (0:00, 8:00,
16:00) × 3 different access types (4G, 5G and WiFi) × 10 repetitions.
We compare the test time, data usage, and test accuracy of the
three BTSes in 4G, 5G, and WiFi networks. As illustrated in Figures 23–25, Swiftest outperforms FAST and FastBTS by yielding
2.9×–16.5× shorter test time, 3×–16.7× smaller data usage, and
8%–12% higher accuracy. In particular, we observe that although
FAST adopts a bandwidth estimation algorithm similar to Swiftest
(§5.1), its TCP-based bandwidth probing is easily affected by noises
introduced by TCP slow start and congestion control, leading to
its long test duration (13.5 seconds on average) and high data usage (295 MB on average), especially under high-speed networks.
Meanwhile, FastBTS has relatively short test time and small data
usage as compared to FAST, but it yields the worst accuracy (0.79
on average) in practice. This is because its crucial interval-based
bandwidth estimation algorithm (refer to §5.1) tends to prematurely
generate the test result before the user’s bandwidth is fully saturated,
thus underestimating the access bandwidth.
Infrastructure Cost. As described before, BTS-APP’s operation
team allocate a proportional amount of server capacity, i.e., 50 1Gbps servers, to support the evaluation workload (∼10K bandwidth
tests per day). In comparison, based on our cost-effective server
planning, we purchase 20 100-Mbps VM servers distributed around
China to support the same workload with Swiftest. It turns out
that our purchased fewer budget servers can well accommodate the
workload with considerable margins. In detail, Figure 26 shows that

RELATED WORK

This section reviews prior measurement studies on mobile bandwidth
and existing approaches to realizing bandwidth testing services. We
also compare them to our study and the resulting new BTS.
Mobile Bandwidth Measurements. In the past 15 years, the research community have conducted a plethora of studies to understand
realistic cellular and WiFi bandwidths through either field measurements or crowdsourcing. For example, Huang et al. perform crowdsourced measurements of 3G [37] and 4G LTE [35, 36] bandwidths
in various application scenarios. Sommers et al. compare the cellular and WiFi bandwidth from different aspects in metro areas [66].
More recently, as 5G makes its debut, Narayanan et al. measure 5G
bandwidth through controlled experiments and drive tests [54, 55];
a similar characterization is performed by Xu et al. [74].
Some other studies focus on mobile bandwidth in particular contexts such as multipath [13], high-speed train [44, 72], mobile virtual
operators [45, 73], cellular upload [29], and crowded events [63],
to name a few. Complementing academic publications, the industry have also published whitepapers and reports on mobile bandwidths [23–25]. In a broader scope, there is a number of work on
estimating mobile bandwidth [36, 62, 77], incorporating bandwidthawareness into application design [15, 46, 52, 67, 79], and saving
mobile bandwidth on metered links [10, 31, 39, 47].
Compared to the above, our measurement study features a much
larger scale, a special cross-technology (covering WiFi 4/5/6 and
4G/5G) perspective, and a variety of new insights.
Bandwidth Testing Approaches. Almost all commercial BTSes,
such as SpeedTest [27], XFinity [28], and SpeedOf [22], take a “probing by flooding” approach to fully saturate the access bandwidth.
In spite of its accuracy, this approach may consume considerable
(metered) bandwidth and device energy when applied to mobile networks. In the literature, there are also much less invasive approaches,
such as IGI [34], TOPP [51], and pathChirp [59], that use strategically crafted packets to probe the bandwidth. However, they are
known to suffer from high measurement errors in particular over
high-speed wireless links [33, 77].

Recently, some BTSes such as FAST [21] and FastBTS [77]
take a more balanced strategy that reduces the probing traffic while
maintaining high accuracy. Despite these efforts, we find that when
serving real-world cellular and WiFi customers, they still incur various limitations such as premature convergence during slow start and
bandwidth re-probing for progressively added servers. Our proposed
Swiftest BTS addresses these limitations by leveraging the statistical wisdom from big data, and demonstrates its effectiveness by
real-world deployment serving a great number of users.
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DISCUSSION

Global Applicability of Measurement Results. Among our analysis results of sub-6GHz 5G access, the received signal strength
(RSS)-related ones are also applicable to mmWave 5G. Specifically,
mmWave 5G requires dense deployment of base stations (BSes),
which could also easily cause improper BS placement, antenna
configurations, and cross-region coverage problems. Consequently,
similar to sub-6GHz 5G, mmWave 5G may also yield undesirable
access bandwidth even with excellent RSS. In contrast, our analysis
results regarding frequency bands are not applicable to mmWave 5G,
since it works on higher frequency bands with contiguous spectrum,
rather than fragmented mid-bands.
With respect to spectrum refarming from 4G to 5G, we note that
different ISPs across the globe adopt diverse refarming methods. For
example, Chinese ISPs mainly adopt static methods that divide the
existing spectrum into several pieces for different services [14]. In
comparison, ISPs in the US usually adopt dynamic methods to enable
different services within the same frequency band [5, 71]. In practice,
both methods could incur bandwidth degradation in 4G and 5G
networks [4], thus calling for more effective band defragmentation
and utilization strategies.
Design Choices of Swiftest. We devise Swiftest as a UDP-based
BTS to eliminate the impact of TCP slow start. However, we should
clarify that the adoption of UDP is just one of the feasible design
choices, and similar benefits can also be achieved by not giving
up TCP. For example, we can customize the TCP congestion control algorithm to realize in part the data-driven bandwidth probing
mechanism (§5.1), while retaining TCP’s fairness properties. However, this approach involves heavy modifications to the congestion
control of TCP, and requires many efforts in adapting to the other
mechanisms of TCP (e.g., TCP retransmission).

technology, with potential solutions to filling these gaps. Furthermore, our study provides insights on building efficient bandwidth
testing services; real-world deployment demonstrates the remarkable
improvement in test time and infrastructure cost.
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9 ARTIFACT APPENDIX
Abstract
Swiftest’s artifacts are publicly available at GitHub. To facilitate a
better understanding of Swiftest, we provide detailed instructions
on how to build, deploy, install and use Swiftest, as well as how
to compare Swiftest with other state-of-the-art bandwidth testing
services. Please refer to our README file at https://github.com/
mobilebandwidth/Artifacts for details.

Scope
The artifacts can be used to reproduce all the major results of
Swiftest.

Contents
The artifacts include the client-side and server-side source code of
Swiftest, binaries of both Swiftest and BTS-APP, and our evaluation
data/figures.

Hosting
Both the code/binary and data are hosted in the main branch of the
Artifacts repository.
• Swiftest Code and Binary.
https://github.com/mobilebandwidth/Artifacts/tree/main/Swiftest.
• BTS-APP Binary.
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CONCLUSION

As 5G and WiFi 6 flourish over the past two years, this paper presents
a timely study on the status quo, evolution, and optimization opportunities of mobile access bandwidth. Our study is featured by its
cross-layer and cross-technology measurement at scale in the wild,
which is enabled by our collaboration with a major mobile bandwidth
testing app that serves around 0.2M user requests per day. Based on
the fine-grained data we collected from 23.6M bandwidth tests, we
discover critical performance gaps between the advertised mobile
access bandwidth and what is actually delivered in the wild. For the
first time, we reveal the root causes of these gaps by jointly considering the impact of user devices, ISP infrastructure investment, radio
resource allocation and migration, and recent advances in cellular

https://github.com/mobilebandwidth/Artifacts/tree/main/BTS-APP.
• Evaluation Data and Figures.
https://github.com/mobilebandwidth/Artifacts/tree/main/plots.
• DOI for the Artifacts.
10.5281/zenodo.6782121.
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